October 22, 2007

The Fire Protection Licensing Board will hold a “Winter Conference” on November 29, 30 and December 1, 2007 at Mount Magazine Lodge, 16878 Highway 309 South, Paris, AR. The tentative agenda is attached for your information.

The FRIDAY AFTERNOON session will be devoted to review of the Rules and Regulations and Act 743. There are changes which need to be addressed in both the Portable/Fixed and Sprinkler System Rules and Regulation. These documents will be reviewed for recommended changes. The final draft of proposed changes to Act 743 will also be reviewed for any additional changes. It is anticipated that in early 2008 the Board will meet with the House and Senate sponsors of our bill and discuss any issues regarding the proposed legislation. Following the meeting with the sponsors a copy of the proposed legislation will be posted on our web site.

SATURDAY MORNING at 9:00 AM the AFPLB board will hold a regular meeting.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2007

Arrival At Mount Magazine Lodge
No planned activities

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2007

1:00 – 3:00 PM  PORTABLE/FIXED RULES AND REGULATIONS

REVIEW/UPDATE OF PROPOSED ACT 743 LEGISLATION RE: PORTABLE/FIXED INDUSTRY

3:00 – 3:30 PM  BREAK

3:30 – 5:30 PM  SPRINKLER RULES AND REGULATIONS

REVIEW/UPDATE OF PROPOSED ACT 743 LEGISLATION RE: SPRINKLER INDUSTRY

6:00 – 7:00 PM  ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
7:00 - ?????  DINNER

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2007

  9:00 – 11:30 AM  BOARD MEETING

  11:30 – 12:30 AM  BOARD LUNCHEON

  12:30 - UNTIL  RE-CONVENE BOARD MEETING
    (if needed)

AFTERNOON AND EVENING WILL BE FREE TIME